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The knowledge derived from structural databases is used worldwide in research,
education and structure validation. One key area where databases can help the
community set standards is through interactive deposition processes. At the CCDC we
have made changes to our online deposition service to facilitate this and in partnership
with FIZ Karlsruhe have extended this service to cover data in both the Cambridge
Structural Database (CSD) and the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD). During
deposition the CCDC can help researchers adhere to best practices by requiring data to
be in standard file formats and by mandating or at least encouraging the inclusion of
associated information such as structure factors. Deposition processes may also include
checks and measures to help crystallographers identify and fix issues prior to
publication. To help facilitate validation and data provenance the CCDC has started
capturing raw data DOIs and crystallographer details. This poster demonstrates a
number of ways in which a structural database, namely the CSD, can work with the
community to comply with FAIR data principles and to help set standards from
validation to publication.

Introduction

Deposition Standards

Syntax checkingStandard file format
Please include structure factor data for all structures.
Files should be in CIF, FCF or HKL format and may be included in a ZIP file

No Structure Factor Data have been uploaded
Structure Factor Data are an essential part of the
deposition. You should click ‘Go Back’ to add Structure
Factor Data to your deposition.

Reason why your deposition does not include Structure
Factor data:

Enter CheckCIF Response

Enhancing data

1,012,712

Access to raw data

This poster shows how standards can be enforced and encouraged through
deposition to a domain-specific repository. While data repositories like the CSD
can help to encourage good data sharing practices, researchers have to take
responsibility to apply these practices to all their scientific data.
A highly curated database can be used to check the integrity of new data; at the
CCDC are taking steps towards ensuring the integrity of crystallographic data in
the CSD. We are working on incorporating checks on data completeness,
identifying cases of misconduct, as well as methods to allow users to apply a
wider range of quality filters to select data fit for their research needs. We would
like to hear your thoughts on how we should continue to support the community
from data collection to publication.

CSD Refcode XOPCAJ
The millionth CSD structure

My Structures
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The CCDC works 
to follow  the FAIR 
guiding principles  
when sharing and 
preserving data 

CCDC deposition portal where  
you can view, retrieve, edit and 

update your deposited data, share 
your structures with co-workers 

pre-publication and now also 
create in-house databases

Supporting the Community


